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SUPERDEFORMED ROTATIONAL BANDS IN 240PuM. Hunyadia, D. Gassmannb, A. Krasznahorkaya, D. HabsbM. Csatlósa, Y. Eisermannb, T. Faestermann, G. GrawbJ. Gulyása, R. Hertenbergerb, H.J. Maierb, Z. MátéaA. Metzb, P. Thirolfb, M. Chromikb, and S.Y van der Werfda Institute of Nulear Researh of the Hungarian Aademy of SienesH-4001 Debreen, P.O. Box 51, Hungaryb Sektion Physik, Universität Münhen, D-85748 Garhing, Germany Tehnishe Universität Münhen, D-85748 Garhing, Germanyd Kernfysish Versneller Instituut, 9747 AA Groningen, The Netherlands(Reeived November 3, 2000)The intermediate struture of the ssion resonanes has been observedin 240Pu. A resonane struture found around the exitation energy of4.5 MeV was interpreted as a group of K = 0+ superdeformed rotationalbands. The moments of inertia and level density distributions were alsodedued for the individually observed band-heads.PACS numbers: 21.10.Re, 21.10.Gd, 25.85.Ge, 27.90.+b1. IntrodutionThe -vibrational states of the seond minimum in the potential energysurfae of the atinides alulated by Strutinsky's shell-orretion methodhave so far been investigated as ssion resonanes in near-barrier exitationenergies [1℄. This is a diret onsequene of the fat that the vibrationalmotion of the -phonons represents doorway states to ssion.A moderate level density of superdeformed intrinsi states in the viinityof the -vibrations leads to a distribution of their ssion width, whih ouldenable the individual observation of these states. The intermediate strutureof the ssion resonanes in 240Pu was already observed by Glässel et al. [2℄,but the assignments of rotational states have not been attempted yet.In our previous work we reinvestigated similar intermediate strutures in234U and 236U, where the identied spin assignments ould be interpreted as Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis Trends in Nulear Physis,Zakopane, Poland, September 513, 2000.(699)
700 M. Hunyadi et al.hyperdeformed rotational bands [3,4℄. On this basis we aimed at studyingthe ssion resonanes in 240Pu by the high resolution measurement of thession probability using (d; p)-reation.2. ExperimentsThe experiments were arried out at the Munih Tandem aeleratorusing the 239Pu(d; p-f)240 reation (QGS = 4:309 MeV) at Ed = 12:5 MeVbeam energy. The enrihed (99.9%) targets of 239Pu2O3 were  30g/m2thik and had a arbon baking of 30g/m2.The high resolution analysis of the exitation energy of the ompoundnulei was performed by determining the energy of the outgoing protonswith a Q3D magneti spetrometer, whih was set at 130Æ with respet tothe beam axis. The inoming position of the protons in the foal planewas determined by a omposite single (resistive) wire proportional hamber,whih overed a 2 MeV wide energy region and resulted in a resolution ofabout 7 keV. A single-wire detetor has the advantage of a rather smootheieny along their sensitivity axis, unlike the multi-wire detetor appliedin the work of Ref. [2℄ that ould result in spurious peaks due to the strongdeviations in the eieny of the wires.In order to dedue the ssion yield versus the exitation energy the ssionfragments also had to be deteted in oinidene with the protons. Forthis purpose ssion detetors were developed in Debreen, whih ould alsoanalyze the spatial distribution of the fragments, thus giving information ontheir angular distribution [5℄. Eah ssion detetor ontained two positionsensitive avalanhe ounters plaed at perpendiular geometry to eah otherallowing two-dimensional position determination.3. Experimental results and disussionThe measured proton spetrum in oinidene with the ssion fragmentsis shown in Fig. 1(a). Both vibrational resonane groups at 4.5 and 5.1 MeVwere observed and resolved into substates, whose strength distribution re-eted the Lorentzian dependene of the piket-fene model of the strengthfuntion formalism. At the exitation energies in question, about 1 MeVbelow the barrier, the width of the vibrational damping has an optimumvalue to provide onsiderable ssion strength to the superdeformed intrin-si states within a 200300 keV wide region. The sparse struture of the4.5 MeV group an be understood in terms of the lower level density andthe weaker oupling through the inner barrier that keeps the physial widthbelow the experimental resolution. In the region of the 5.1 MeV group theobserved struture of highly overlapping peaks is the onsequene of the

































4400 4500 4600 4700 4800 4900 5000 5100 5200Fig. 1. (a) Proton spetrum measured in oinidene with the ssion fragments; (b),() seond and fourth order angular distribution oeients of the ssion fragmentsin omparison with the alulated values for K = 0+ bands (see the text).The resonane group at 5.1 MeV that showed a more damped and over-lapping struture, ould also be niely reprodued, whih, however, does notprovide a satisfatory and reliable desription on its intermediate struture,oppositely to the ase of the 4.5 MeV group.By the argument of ondent seletion of K = 0+ states ompletespetrosopy an be performed in the regions of the vibrational damping.
702 M. Hunyadi et al.In order to hek this ompleteness and the onsisteny of the observedlevel density with the exitation energies with respet to the superdeformedground state, a statistial analysis of the level distanes was performed usingthe band-head energies of the t. The onsisteny was satisfatory when ap-plying a ground state energy of 2.25(20) MeV, whih was in good agreementwith the results of exitation funtion measurements [7℄.The moment of inertia, whih sensitively reets both the nulear defor-mation and olletive strutures of the exitations, ould for the rst timebe extrated at suh high exitation energies of the 4.5 MeV resonane groupfor the three well separated bands at E = 4434, 4526 and 4625 keV. Anaverage value of  = 1579 MeV 1 was dedued that was found to be verysimilar to that of the superdeformed ground state rotational band [6℄.Another important aspet of the olletivity is the series of the -vibra-tions in the seond minimum. In the onversion eletron measurementsof Ref. [8℄ the phonon energy of the rst -vibration was determined as~! = 769:9 keV. With respet to the exitation energy of the superdeformedground state (EII = 2:25(20) MeV) determined by the statistial analy-sis of the level distanes above, the vibrational resonanes entered around4.5 and 5.1 MeV ould be attributed to three and four -phonon exitations,respetively. The somewhat redued energy dierene of 600 keV betweenthe vibrational states is not surprising, beause the potential well opens upat the top of the barrier. The observation of subsequent -vibrations intransmission resonanes an provide a unique possibility to study slightlyanharmoni vibrational series at large nulear deformations in a more on-venient way than in the ground state minimum, where the high level densityresults in a omplete damping of the ssion widths.This work has been supported by DFG under HA 1101/6-1 and 436 UNG113/129/0, the Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenshapelijk Onderzoek(NWO), the Hungarian Aademy of Sienes (MTA) and the HungarianOTKA Foundation No. T23163, N26675 and N32570.REFERENCES[1℄ D. Habs et al., Nu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